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ABOUT US

“SKY BLISS” is one of the leading NVOCCs in GULF, 

FAR EAST and INDIAN SUB-CONTINENT with 

active presence in South East Asia and Upper Gulf.

SKY BLISS provides Non-Vessel Operating Common 

Carrier (NVOCC) services to our customers to 

leverage their cargo movements around Asia. We are 

a specialized in the shipping of full container loads 

and special equipment/ project cargo all over Asia 

using our extensive network of 65 ports and ICDs.



WHY SKYBLISS CONTAINER LINE

Enabling the Indian Export and import 

community to Reach out newer markets and 

sources, through Our global network and 

professional services

To enable the Indian Export Import community by

- Providing Comprehensive transport solution

- Delivered in a Competent manner

- At competitive rates

To achieve consistent and sustained growth thru

- Value added services

- Innovative business practices

- professional conduct

VISION

MISSION
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SkyBliss is Best Known for
its following USP …

FLEXIBILITY THINKING OUTSIDE 

THE BOX

Wear are able to adjust to changes 
on the fly, whether as the result of 
weather, labor issues, customer 
requests or unforeseen problems. 
We have the staff, experience, 
equipment and technology to 
make critical adjustments as 
necessary and still meet important 
deadlines

we are always examining the 
way they do business and 
looking for solutions that 
increase revenue and save their 
customers dollars. Other 
companies address the 
continuing problem of driver 
shortage by increasing pay and 
offering rewards and bonuses for 
safe, competent service.



SkyBliss is Best Known for
its following USP …

TRACEABILITY EXPERIENCE

If residential customers can check on their 
deliveries at the click of a mouse, you 
should be able to do the same thing with 
your containers while they’re in transit. 
We offer tracking features that let you 
know exactly where your container is and 
if the shipment will arrive on time. 
Advanced warehouse management 
systems and use of the latest industrial 
Internet tools provide real-time access to 
your inventory so you are aware of any 
potential problems before they occur.

Our Length of service shows that 
our company has been doing a 
good job for its customers, same 
time our consistently increasing 
bottom line shows quality 
management that bodes well for 
your deliveries.
We are able to track every step of 
the shipping process, from the 
time your goods arrive on a 
freighter to the moment they 
reach their destination.



WHAT

WE OFFER 01
SKY BLISS SHIPPING AGENCY represents reputed NVOCC

Principal from Gulf, South East Asia And Far East Asia. We are

partnering with more NVOCC Principals in order to offer

competitive services to our clients in Middle East and Far

East region. We have excellent relation with all our

experience due to our professional work ethics.
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WHAT 

WE OFFER 02
Our Freight Forwarding services stand out from the industry 

due to our unmatched efficiency and network with multiple 

carriers. Using Project Management Tools, we map the entire 

cargo journey, right from the pick-up stage till the end 

delivery, carefully accounting for every transport mode, 
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FREIGHT FORWARDING

We handle all functions including packing, storage inventory 

management, insurance, customs clearance, international 

export / import documentation etc., till the final receipt of 

the cargo. Our Freight Forwarding services are probably the 

most hassle-free in the industry.



WHAT 

WE OFFER 03
Our Team of Customs Clearance Experts has thorough 

knowledge of multitude of laws,conventions and regulations 

inherent to the conduct of the international cargo custom 

clearances. Some of the services we render to our clients are : 

Government Approved Customs House Agent (Custom Broker) 

for all ports in India

Offering customs clearance and documentation services to  

help you tie over the complications involved in import or  

export of goods. Bill of Entry and Shipping Bill etc are filed 

online in advance through online EDI Systems. Handling special 

customs formalities involved in movement of special cargo like 

second-hand machinery and high value equipment's.
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WHAT 

WE OFFER 04
“SKY BLISS” is a leading international freight services 

provider. As a specialist in ocean-going freight transport, we 

offer export/import freight services for Dry Cargo, Reefer 

Cargo, Project Cargo, DG Cargo as well as Over Dimensional 

Cargo (ODC). We have a strong network of international 

offices and agents located at all major seaports, Through 

this, we are able to ensure efficient and quality shipping of 

our customer’s cargo.
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WHAT 

WE OFFER 05
At “SKY BLISS”, we are one of the leading international air 

freight services provider. The international freight transport 

group is part of an established network of air-freight 

agents. The group also has representation in all the major 

airports in the world. Backed by more than two decades of 

experience, “SKY BLISS” is equipped to handle all types of 

air freight shipments, including DG, high-value and 

sensitive shipments.
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WHAT 

WE OFFER 06
We offer Total Logistics Solution in order to create 

hassle free one stop shop for our client. Our team 

works together with various service providers to offer 

transportation, customs clearance and other cargo 

related activities under one roof
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WHAT 

WE OFFER 07
Transporting temperature-sensitive cargo calls for careful 

handling, strict adherence to guidelines and a thorough 

understanding of temperature control, keeping in mind the       

cargo requirements and climatic conditions while shipping.            

When you opt for our reefer cargo solutions, you benefit from  

the convenience and reliability of world-class, state-of-the-

systems and a team of experienced experts at your service. 

Depending on what your cargo is and where you want to ship                 

it to, we offer logistics solutions that optimize the time and               

cost of delivery. Reach out to leverage our strong global network 

and ensure that your temperature-sensitive shipments reach their 

destination in time and in the perfect condition
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WHAT 

WE OFFER 08
Managing heavy lift Systems requires special moxie, care 

and detailing. We’ve erected a redoubtable character in 

Project Cargo Logistics and heavy lift shipments with our 

devoted operations platoon who have a thorough 

understanding of handling weight’s with anchorages, 

customs and transport agencies. We offer innovative 

Design Cargo Handling results as well as specialized 

engineering services to manage the design fully from 

launch to finish, icing timely delivery of your precious 

goods.
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WHAT 

WE OFFER 09
Being in the shipping industry we have worked with clients 

across sectors like Aerospace, Engineering, Telecom, Energy, 

Healthcare etc. Working with this huge diversity we have 

learnt that the packaging needs of each sector are vastly 

different. This is reflected in our Industrial packaging 

solutions where we offer superior quality material to ensure 

the safety of valuable and sensitive products. We also 

customize packaging material and offer an array of materials 

to choose from like plywood boxes, wooden boxes, 

corrugated cartons, erosion packaging etc. The idea is to 

provide the best protection for your cargo within budget.
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WHAT 

WE OFFER 10
We also ship break bulk cargo or goods that do not fit in or 

utilize standard shipping containers or cargo bins. Whether   

it’s heavy construction machinery, oversized vehicles, 

specialized equipment or more, our break bulk services ensure 

these over-weight items are transported efficiently. We work 

with handling services that specialize in break bulk cargo so 

that all the loading/unloading is done individually and 

meticulously. We have immense experience in bulk agency 

services wherein we have transported large quantities of a 

variety of goods like petroleum products, iron ore, grains and 

more. We suggest bulk agency shipment to clients who need 

multi-modal solutions  
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WHAT 

WE OFFER 11
Less Than Container Load (LCL) describes the transport of 

small freight shipments which do not require the full capacity 

of an ocean container. Usually the load is made up of less 

than 20 CBM (cubic meters).

With our team of experienced personnel and a fixed 

scheduled LCL service, SKY BLISS is able to provide a reliable, 

efficient and cost effective service to our customers. By doing 

this, we ensure your LCL shipments are handled carefully and 

with the highest security standard possible. “SKY BLISS” 

handles approximately 300,000 cbm of LCL shipments yearly.
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WHAT

WE OFFER 12
Multimodal transport implies using the most time-efficient

& speediest combination of multiple modes of

transportation to ship goods from one location to another.

It is a highly customizable solution as it deploys the most

optimum mode of transport to meet the cost and speed

needs of our clients. Its here that our years of expertise

shines through. We bring together options that are not

only secure but also work towards your set goals. Even

though it sounds complex, however, a single Bill of Lading

ensures that Sky Bliss Shipping Agency takes care of every

intermediate step while you look at the bigger picture.
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CONNECT WITH US

Do you have any questions?

Ask

+91 2240065116

+91 8104555437

Add:

Sky Bliss – Shipping Agency Pvt Lt,
Vindhya, Ground Floor, Shop No.63,

Sector – 11,CBD Belapur-400614

SUPPORT MAIL

info@skyblissindia.com

Web : www.skyblissindia.com

mailto:info@skyblissindia.com

